The primary vision for MUSCO CENTER FOR THE ARTS is to create extraordinary learning and performing opportunities for students in Chapman University’s acclaimed College of Performing Arts. Designed by renowned architects Pfeiffer Partners, with acoustics tuned by Nagata Acoustics, Musco Center for the Arts will provide a professional-caliber venue for students, both on stage and behind the scenes, to hone their talents and prepare for a life and career in the arts.

Beyond enhancing the educational experience of our students, MUSCO CENTER FOR THE ARTS will also serve the community, as it will be used for lectures, festivals, global video streaming of performances and professional entertainment, when not in use by the University.

For more information, please contact:
Michele M. Wanner, Associate Vice President of Development
bautista@chapman.edu ▶ (714) 744-7623
muscocenter.com
save the date!

GRAND OPENING — SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 2016

Join us for the historic Grand Opening celebration of the MARYBELLE AND SEBASTIAN P. MUSCO CENTER FOR THE ARTS!

You and your guests will be treated to a spectacular evening of performances and surprises in the elegant JULIANNE ARGYROS ORCHESTRA HALL featuring our honored guest, Maestro Placido Domingo, a full world-class orchestra and other extraordinary artists. After the show, patrons will gather for a champagne toast in the BETTE AND WYLIE ATKEN ARTS PLAZA in front of the center, followed by a gourmet dinner.

Don't miss out on this incredible opportunity to join the many friends who helped to make MUSCO CENTER possible, in celebrating one of the most momentous occasions in Chapman University history.

FOUNDERS WALL LEVELS

$100,000
- Prominent name recognition on the FOUNDERS WALL in the Thomas E. and Sharon J. Malloy Grand Lobby.
- Special invitation to the Grand Opening Inaugural Concert and Dinner Celebration for 20 guests.
- Private tour of Musco Center for the Arts.
- Concierge service to assist with your ticketing needs.

$50,000
- Prominent name recognition on the FOUNDERS WALL in the Thomas E. and Sharon J. Malloy Grand Lobby.
- Special invitation to the Grand Opening Inaugural Concert and Dinner Celebration for 10 guests.
- Private tour of Musco Center for the Arts.
- Concierge service to assist with your ticketing needs.

There are a limited number of FOUNDERS WALL opportunities available. Proceeds benefit the WILLIAM HALL LEGACY ENDOWMENT FOR MUSCO CENTER FOR THE ARTS PROGRAMMING.
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